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1 Introduction

The effective use of data in business settings is becoming increasingly important in the contemporary economy. Whereas traditional business economists state that a business organization relies on the three pillars materials, personnel and finance, modern economists add data as a fourth, equally important pillar. Data can be used to feed decision making on all levels. At the operational level, it can be used to control the activities of an organization. At the tactical level, it can be the basis for making an organization reactive in a dynamic market context. At the strategic level, data can be the basis for plotting the future of an organization.

Many organizations in practice do not use the full potential of data on all levels. An important barrier is how data are organized, usually in isolated functional silos. Such data in isolation is of little value within the organization – and even less when multiple organizations are involved in a supply chain or business network. Data that is fully enclosed in a business silo (for example a business function like procurement of manufacturing – or even a part of such a function) can be used to control that silo to some extent, but not to coordinate business activities across silos within the organization, or across organizations. To enable high-level control, data needs to be exchanged and integrated in an organization or in a network.

To help organizations define how to organize their data in line with their operational, tactical and strategic goals, we have developed the Data Ambition Matrix (DAM). This matrix is a tool that helps organizations determine where they currently are in data integration and what their ambition is (or should be) towards the future. The matrix is based on widely accepted academic theory: the Value Chain Model of Porter (Porter, 1985). It is configured such that it can be easily applied in practice.

In this paper, we first present the Data Ambition Matrix. Next, we briefly explain the academic theory background of the DAM. Then we discuss why the DAM is important for business practice. We discuss the first practice experiments we have conducted with the DAM. We end this short paper with an outlook of future developments.
2 The Data Ambition Matrix

The Data Ambition Matrix, shown in Figure 1, is a matrix that can be used by business organizations to determine their current and future positions with respect to their use of data to connect links in supply chains. The matrix is based on two dimensions: an integration dimension and an implementation dimension.

Data integration, placed on the horizontal axis in the matrix, is defined as the level in which data from different sources is collected and used into one source (Lenzerini, 2002). These sources can be either within the own company, within a static supply chain (with fixed partners) or even within a market (with changing partners). On the axis, the further to the left a company is positioned, the less integrated the company is with regard to data; the further to the right, the more integrated. The axis can be roughly divided into four levels or stages of data integration. The least integrated companies keep their data in multiple individual silos, located within the company’s different business units. A common problem that occurs when keeping data separated in different silos is that discrepancies occur when referring to the same data, or that important data that one business unit should have does not get passed on due to this data being stored in another silo at another business unit. Moving forward on the axis, the next stage of integration is to have data integrated over all the silos, thus within the whole company. Moving even further on the axis brings a company to the third stage, which implies having data not only integrated within one’s own company but over the whole supply chain. The most integrated stage that can be achieved by moving the furthest to the right on the axis is the stage of market integration, which means having data integrated over multiple supply chains within a market.

The vertical axis measures how a company is currently positioned when it comes to the implementation of data integration – this is a maturity dimension. The implementation level indicates how advanced a company is in realizing the data integration indicated on the horizontal axis. On the lowest implementation level, a company has no explicit knowledge about data integration and hence has no concrete plans to realize data integration. Moving forward on the axis would bring a company to the next stage. Achieving this stage implies a company
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having knowledge about data integration and plans to use this knowledge, but having no actual data integration realized yet: the intention is there, but it does not work yet. Moving further to the next stage entails the usage of historic data in the active decisions making. This allows the company to look back and extrapolate, but not yet to respond to the latest changes. The final stage on this axis can be achieved by the usage of real-time, which implies that data are available immediately, allowing the company to respond quickly on the operational level.

Generally, the DAM is meant to be used to measure how a company performs right now and to define its ambition on where it strives to be in two and in five years. The DAM is thus to be used as a thought provoking tool, resulting in increased awareness about data integration and to generate a sense of urgency for companies to realize their ambitions.
3 Theory behind the DAM

The DAM is based both on years of knowledge of working with industry practice, research on abstracting this practice and technological developments such as systems for dynamic supply chain integration (for example Grefen et al., 2009). In particular, the DAM is conceptually based on Porter’s value chain model (Porter, 1985; Porter & Millar, 1985). Porter’s value chain model, shown in Figure 2, provides the foundation of the horizontal axis.

*Figure 2: Porter Value Chain Model (Porter, 1985)*

The silos where data is kept in isolation at the first level of the horizontal axis can be found in Porter’s value chain model as the different primary and support activities, such as procurement and sales. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

*Figure 3: Value Chain Model with data isolated in silos*
Moving forward on the integration axis implies data integration over these different activities. At the *within firm data integration* level, data is integrated across the business functions within the boundaries of a single firm. Consequently, the procurement function (department) knows what materials the operations function needs, the service function knows what has been sold by marketing and sales, etcetera. This means that the organization has an enterprise data store (either physical or virtual) that contains all the data required for synchronizing business functions. This is illustrated in Figure 4. A physical enterprise data store is a single centralized database within the organization; a virtual enterprise data store is a collection of distributed databases within the organization that are connected to be used as a single database.

![Value Chain Model with data integrated in an enterprise data store](image)

*Figure 4: Value Chain Model with data integrated in an enterprise data store*

The next step on the horizontal dimension, called *supply chain data integration*, is to integrate data across multiple organizations operating within the same supply chain. This entails an integrated data collection over both suppliers and customers. We show an example in Figure 5 with a provider and a customer organization in a supply chain. Here, data of the *marketing and sales* function of the provider is integrated with the *procurement* function of the customer; the same goes for *outbound logistics* of the provider and *inbound logistics* of the customer. Consequently, data on the material flow in the supply chain is integrated across links in the chain.
To realize the most advanced stage in the horizontal dimension of the DAM, *market data integration*, companies need to integrate data of multiple of these supply chains, thus with multiple organizations on the provider and/or customer side. Doing so, they obtain data-based control over their position in the entire market (business ecosystem) in which they operate. This last stage is graphically represented in Figure 6, where multiple value chains are used to construct different dynamic supply chains. In this figure, we see how the central organization can dynamically integrate data with a set of providers (on the left) and a set of customers (on the right) to support various supply chain configurations in a market.
The vertical axis of the DAM is a maturity dimension that indicates how capable an organization is to actually realize data integration in practice. The design of this axis is inspired by other maturity models in the information system domain. We have chosen the values in this dimension pragmatically, based on our experience with practice in industry. Moving upward on the vertical axis means to improve the capturing and usage of data.
The importance of the DAM for business

The DAM is meant for practical use by business organizations. With the DAM, companies can determine where they are regarding the data integration spectrum and where they want to be in the near future. Furthermore, using the matrix companies can see if they should improve the usage of their data, the integration over their supply chain or both. The DAM plays an essential part in becoming aware of one’s current choices and one’s ambitions regarding data. Not using the matrix could imply an ignorance on data analytics and eventually result into losing competitive advantage as competitors might make progress on data usage. The usefulness of the DAM is multidimensional.

Besides that companies can position themselves and move forward on either or both of the axis, it is also possible to compare markets or even supply chains. In particular, the DAM can help to compare different companies in an industry domain, i.e., to benchmark a company in its context with respect to data integration and implementation. Keeping ahead of competitors is a vital aspect in today’s market economy, especially with rapidly evolving information technologies, such as the Internet of Things (Li, Xu & Zhao 2015).

One might assume that the DAM is only useful for relatively large companies, as they tend to have more money to collect and integrate data and more to gain from optimization. However, the DAM is also useful for small to medium sized enterprises, as data collection is getting cheaper and virtually all enterprises are collecting data one way or another (Chen & Storey, 2012).

Perhaps the DAM’s most important function is to assist in making a company future-proof. It may be the case that a company does not experience competitive disadvantage due to ignorance on data integration and analysis right now. However, due to rapid technological increase and highly competitive markets it is essential to have an edge on one’s competitor (Huang, Dyerson, Wu, & Harindranath, 2015). The DAM can be used to analyze how the market will behave and in what regard a specific company should behave in order to retain competitive advantage.
5 A Real-Life Experiment with Companies in the Data2Move Community

Data2Move is a research community focusing on the interface of the domains of the Internet of Things, Big Data and Logistics/Supply Chain Management. The community consists of academics, students and industry partners who collaborate to deliver results that are both practically and scientifically relevant. The community aims to research how data can be used to improve supply chain processes.

Part of the Data2Move agenda consists of events where all members can come together and discuss the current challenges, projects and future programs. The DAM was first introduced during one of these events on February 20th, 2018. To familiarize the industry partners with the matrix, a workshop was organized. Participating industry partners were divided over groups with one academic as the moderator of the discussion. As a first step, every problem-owner had to think about where his/her company is right now, wants to be in two years and would like to be in five years. One can imagine this strongly depends on perceptions. Therefore, discussion started immediately, even between persons of the same company. ICT providers had to think about the ambitions of their customers and they indicated the current and future positions regarding the use of data for their ‘average’ client. After every representative had positioned his organization in the matrix, results were discussed within the group. By doing this, companies had to explain and justify their choices, which helped them to become aware of their individual as well as shared ambitions and challenges.

How do companies position themselves in the matrix? In Figure 4, the results of the workshop are presented in an anonymized fashion. Each company determined their current situation (starting position), their ambition for 2020 (middle position) and for 2023 (end position). We present the results of two type of firms: the problem-owners and the ICT providers. The problem-owners are firms with a physical supply chain, while the ICT providers can provide their clients with support for the implementation of their data management system. We asked the problem-owners to position themselves, while we asked the ICT providers to position their typical client.

Regarding data integration, most ICT providers and problem-owners indicate that nowadays data is stored in separate functional silos or data is integrated within the firm. Most problem-owners stated that they are currently already using historic data, while 5 out of 7 ICT providers stated that their clients have in-house knowledge available, but do not use historic data yet. Although companies feel reluctant to admit their current position in the matrix is not the place where they would like to be at the moment, it can help to see and realize that other companies face similar problems.

All participants indicated they aim to use historic or real-time data and want to be in the upper part of the matrix in 2020. On the integration level, most companies strive to integrate data within the firm or with supply chain partners in two years’ time. The five-year ambition for most firms is to use real-time data collected and integrated across the supply chain. Some participants do not strive to use real-time data but instead strive to use historic data – these are in general companies that operate in highly specialized, static supply chains. The same holds for data integration: part of the participants strive to integrate data over the supply chain whereas others
Companies determine their ambitions based on several factors. First of all, the type of industry affects the level of ambition; not every company will strive to have market data integration. For example, a company that solely relies on one supplier and does only care about quality is not inclined to integrate data with new suppliers. Another important factor is the level of competition in the market a company is operating. Companies who face a lot of competition do not want to lack behind and will try to distinguish themselves from others. Lastly, the capabilities and resources of the company determine the level of ambition.

One thing becomes very clear when looking at the results: all companies strive to move forward and aim to be at a higher level at both the implementation and integration level in five years’ time. But are these ambitions realistic? In order to answer this question, companies need to investigate if the information needed to change the use of data on both the implementation and integration level can be obtained within respectively two and five years’ time. Moreover, the company should take action now to ensure ambitions for 2020 and 2023 can be realized. A clear strategy and clear guidelines for the upcoming years are essential to enable this.

The DAM helps companies to actually position themselves and to provide clear directions for the future. Moreover, the results show that companies need to spend time and effort now to realize future ambitions. Although the DAM does not provide guidance how to achieve goals, it emphasizes the importance of moving forward on the use of data in companies. Therefore, the DAM serves as a first step to tackle the challenge of implementing and integration data in supply chains.
6 Conclusions and Outlook

In this white paper, we have introduced the Data Ambition Matrix and its background. We have also shown how it can be used in a practical workshop for industry to facilitate discussions about and between companies with respect to their steps towards data integration. This workshop has shown that typically there still is ample room for improvement in the practice of data integration.

We aim at addressing this room in the Data2Move community. The Data2Move community can support companies to realize ambitions and goals. The community facilitates an integrated approach on the use of data in logistics by combining knowledge from different supply chain partners (manufacturers, retailers, transporters, ICT providers) as well as academic research. Moreover, the community can assist companies to define valuable projects and to start working on them with ambitious students and other industry partners involved in the community. In this way, members of Data2Move can learn from each other by sharing best practices and discuss the problems and challenges they face. Partners can not only learn from each other, but can also help each other in achieving goals. Members of Data2Move are strongly motivated to work together and join forces. By doing this, companies can realize ambitions in an efficient and collaborative way.

Using the Data2Move community, we aim at the one hand on furthering our insight in data integration in supply chains and on the other hand using this insight to help the members in the community with improving their data integration in practice. As discussed in this white paper, we are convinced that data integration is one of the main pillars of a firm that is future-proof in its market.

---

1 The Data2Move community can be found online at https://escf.nl/community/data2move.
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